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Figure 1: Gucci wallpaper
(Source: Pinterest,no date:Online)
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The new epoch of Gucci explores an array of themes. Pivotal aims 
include; to explore progressive ideals, redefine perception, review 
sustainability whilst, providing elite craftsmanship and tradition to 
consumers. 
With a driven digital strategy combined with narrative campaigns, 
a huge online presence on vital platforms has captivated audiences 
(Lopez and Beverland, 2018).



C O N T E N T 
M A P P I N G

Figure 2: Gucci Instagram posts
(Source: Gucci,2021:Online)
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Experimental approaches to marketing and new 
directions of tradition, targets consumers at each stage 
of their buying journey.
With 43.2 million followers on Instagram, consumers 
gain awareness through narrative campaigns and 
collaborations, promoted through paid and shared 
media (Statista,2020). Sponsored advertisements 
showcasing classic pieces along with copywrite means 
a unique balance of visual and storytelling is 
consistently delivered.

A huge KOL presence with both Gucci ambassadors 
and celebrity reach (See Figure 2), drives sales whilst 
appealing to consumers who relate to these influences 
(Gucci, no date). Desire derives from aspiration with 
Gucci seen as a privilege for many. However, with a 
changing environment, Gucci’s aims are to cater to 
consumers emotional needs and entertaining 
demands. 
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C O N T E N T
M A P P I N G

Figure 3: Gucci TikTok
(Source: TikTok,2021:App)
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TikTok, a pivotal platform that drives consumer interest. 
Unique campaign teasers, humorous content and 
hashtag challenges, earns mentions and shares. 
Consumers co-create a personalised experience through 
engaging dialogue through entertainment. 
Positioning consumers at the forefront of the brand as 
evangelists, stems via personal interaction (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy,2004) (See appendix 38).



C O N T E N T 
M A P P I N G

Figure 4: Chinese
Valentines day homepage.
(Source: Gucci, 2021:Online)

Figure 5: Valentines day homepage.
(Source: Gucci,2021:Online)
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(Similarweb,2021) 5

Gaining a cohesive and coherent presence, distribution of 
narrative campaign deliverables is apparent across many 
touch points. The purchase journey is typically considered 
and completed within owned media such as websites. 
Arguably, owned media is crucial for the consumer purchase 
journey, displaying relevant, brand new content and 
campaigns. Bringing traditional pieces at the forefront keeps 
a cycle and balance of inventive, collaborative but also classic 
Gucci DNA (Triefus,2018). Gucci.com has a relatively high 
organic search with a proportion of traffic stemming from 
the UK (Similarweb,2021).

With UK presence, undoubtably, an international perspective 
is crucial. 
Gucci headquarters based in Shanghai is an epicentre for 
luxury fashion. Chinas cohort of consumers have immense 
spending power with 35% of Chinese consumers 
contributing to Kerings global sales (PWC,2020). Over 
89.84% of traffic on the Gucci.cn website and large organic 
search, they are a segmentation whom, cannot be
overlooked.
 
Arguably, content previously produced for China by Gucci 
has lacked personal expression and personalisation. China 
has various social and cultural geographic differences. 
Campaigns could adapt to suit the needs and beliefs of 
Chinese consumers (Achim,2020). As much as text can be 
translated for specific campaigns as seen in Figure 4 and 5. 
Many models, product photography and page layouts can 
change to suit the relevance of culture.



A specific focus for content this year is to embed sustainable messages, 
responding to consumers emotional needs and global changes. 
With Gucci equilibrium launching, reflecting a commitment to generate positive 
change under UN Sustainable goals (See appendix 40), content has been used as 
an opportunity to involve consumers, paving the way for change. The ‘Gucci off 
the grid’ sustainable collection, part of an ongoing sustainable strategy, propelled 
into news (Mintel,2020). The campaigns Instagram teaser video gained notable 
exposure of over 348,326 views (Instagram,2020). Competitors focusing on the 
same remit of sustainability have successfully targeted consumers through the 
mission of creating a community of luxury fashion lovers who strive for a better 
planet (See appendix 1).
However, having both a traditional Gucci and Gucci equilibrium Instagram page, 
sets the spectrum for reach far apart from competitors. Targeting different cohorts 
of consumers simultaneously. 

According to Tong (2020) China is committed to carbon neutralise by 2060, 
meaning sustainability is becoming a main driver. Consumption for China is 
adapting due to more ethical desires, content for sustainability has a huge gap for 
potential for this specific country.

E X P L O R I N G
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
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C O N S U M E R

Figure 6: Gucci consumer profile 
(Source: Gucci,2021:Online)

A study done by the Sustainable investment group showcases 73% of Generation 
Z  would pay more for a brand if they knew it was sustainable (Furbee,2020). 
Content surrounding the topic of sustainability is vital for target consumer 
Generation Z. Ideally, improving a sustainable content strategy, builds prospects 
to connect with consumers values (McKinsey & Company, 2020).

In response to the ongoing global pandemic, Generation Z have interacted to a 
huge shift online (McKinsey & Company,2020) As a segment of 24 and under, 
they are a community with differing characteristics with huge target potential as 
Gucci’s fastest growing segment (Parisi,2020). 
Accounting for 40% of global consumers within the year 2020, Generation Z 
engage with content like no other (Moran,2020).

Gucci is a resource for many, products have a greater meaningful link than just 
the tangible aspects (McCracken, 1986) (See appendix 34) Their buying habits 
stem from a brand that’s recognizable but inclusive enough for a personalised 
shopping experience. 

It could be suggested Generation Z has many segments, each with differing
values and aspects they consider important.
However, many will find themselves in the demographic of being financially 
stretched students on their way to becoming career climbers. Even though, with 
long term ambition to have affluent lifestyles. Geographically they are likely to 
live in major cities like Manchester and London
(CACI,2014).
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Brand conscious followers

Described as ‘eco warriors’, this segment of consumers adore luxury and 
find value in convenience services that comes with expensive shopping. 
However, they are also passionate about second- hand shopping, 
engaging with pre-loved platforms (Moran,2020:3). Many are aware of 
their shopping habits and find esteem in consciously shopping, 
contributing positively to their environment with immense fulfilment 
(Cox and Brittain, 2004) (See appendix 36).

Premium shopaholics. 

Researching items is essential for this group so they have an ability to 
spontaneously purchase when necessary. This segment is more likely to 
spend on larger investment pieces yet, they do like to have an 
everchanging versatile wardrobe (Experian,2020). 
Generation Z are less likely to adhere to a tighter budget, regardless 
of their financial status. Compared to 36% of millennials on a tighter 
budget, Generation Z typically save more strategically with a more 
disposable income (Moran,2020).

Ethical confidents 

Striving to be environmentally responsible by supporting ethical brands. 
Although these consumers are still online orientated, they like the aspect 
of physically shopping in store. This segment is more experiential and like 
a brand to take them on an innovative journey, educating them along the 
way (McKinsey & Company,2020).
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 (Google forms,2021) See Appendix ...

C O N S U M E R

A conducted survey aimed at a wider audience of 18-35 
revealed the majority of the campaign were 18–24-year-olds. 
Those of which who were more inclined to purchase a product 
from a brand with sustainable values (Google forms,2021) (See 
appendix 2).

Campaigns need to be tailored to each of these segments, to 
propel a range of interest from the community at large.
They are next generation social but put sustainability first, two 
juxtaposing tribes all striving for a personalised consumer 
journey (McKinsey&Company).
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L
C O N S U M E R

Figure 7:
Gucci consumer profile (Gucci,2021:Online)

China has a positive growth spending rate of 3.9% (Zheng,2020). According to 
PWC (2020) brands respect, invest and build emotion into campaigns for China, 
involving subtle cultural aspects (Achrim,2020).
With a rising GDP of 14.3 trillion, as a constantly emerging country, China is 
dominating global markets even after the pandemic (World bank,2021). China 
only forecasted to expand combined with a growing sustainable interest from 
consumers, sustainable campaigns carefully marketed can thrive (PWC,2020).
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Figure 8: Awal Ashaari and Scha 
Alyahya (Source:Pinterest ,2021:Online)
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Generation  Z make up a quarter of the Asia Pacific 
regions. When it comes to spending habits, these 
consumers are driven for luxury items (McKinsey & 
Company,2020).
China relies on brands who define who they are, this 
behavioural aspect means as a cohort they spend to 
improve their lifestyle. Many are liberated by western 
trends and events held, whilst also taking inspiration 
from KOL’s brands use.
Their psychographic positioning reflects their way of life, 
with China having higher savings and younger 
consumers being upcoming leaders of wealth 
(Tong,2020).
This segmentation of social media savvy consumers 
means content can be adapted and suited to showcase 
an understanding for Chinese culture and 
personalisation (PWC,2020).

For Chinese consumers the purchase journey (See 
Figure 7.1) after the pandemic varies. Main priorities for 
brands to engage in consumer experience working both 
online and in-store. Digital engagement is paramount, 
gaining a balance with experimentation and existing 
channels. 
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Figure 7.1: China consumer journey 
(PWC,2020)



S U S T A I N A B L E
M E S S A G E S

Figure 9: Gucci Equilbrium collection
(Source:Talon,2018:Online)
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Sustainability is a focus for Gucci content campaigns this year. A growing 
importance is to communicate with consumers on topics they’re 
passionate about.
After the pandemic, there is a rising awareness and realisation to reflect 
on consumption and environments surrounding us. 
Consumers psychological patterns have changed, they purchase outfits to 
feel good, whilst parcels improve their esteem and pleasure as something 
to look forward to (Moran,2020). 

Using the UN’s sustainable development goals, progression on; Climate 
action, life on land and responsible consumption and production are 
being targeted through campaigns (See appendix 39). 
As part of this year’s content plan, the campaigns launched will reflect 
sustainable messages working from the UN’s sustainable development 
goals.



More dash (2021) state 80% of wardrobes are worn only once or even 
less, overconsumption and unconsidered purchases are at our disposal. It 
is a priority for luxury brands to take action tackling waste and saleability 
challenges (Lee and magnus,2021).
Delivering ethical commitments includes introducing circular principles, 
creating entertaining campaigns that can counteract overconsumption 
(Rondine,2020).

As a direct response, investigating ways to re-use waste, Gucci’s aim 
is to reinvent and embrace circular fashion through collaboration 
(WGSN,2020).
With Generation Z eager for discounts, particularly within the Chinese 
market with a share of 50% interested, the gap for luxury brands 
collaborating with luxury pre-owned platforms is gaining momentum 
(McKinsey & Company,2020). 

Bringing second- hand collaborations and pre-loved to light reduces 
waste directly from luxury brands (Bloombury,2020). With a third of all 
Generation Z respondents in a survey happy to purchase pre- loved, 

A direct collaboration with Gucci and Vestiaire collective, a pre-loved 
luxury app and website will explore a connection with circular fashion. 

C I R C U L A R
F A S H I O N

Figure 9.1: Gucci Jackie 1961 bag 
(Source: Gucci,2021:Online)
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C I R C U L A R
F A S H I O N

Figure 10: Vestiaire Collective
(Source: Vestiaire,2021:App)
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Vestiaire’s website has a 5.10 million visit engagement rate 
with the UK providing the third highest traffic to the site 
(Similarweb,2021). Their recent collaboration with Alexander 
McQueen (See Figure 10) invited consumers to take back 
pre-loved pieces for a store credit thus, promoting circularity.
As a platform with 71.5% organic reach, they have a huge 
potential to reach brand conscious consumers already using 
the platform (Similarweb,2021).

Vestiaire is already expanding in areas such as China with an 
opened logistics hub within Hong Kong already (Milnes,2017). 
Combing sustainable desires in China with a growing mindset 
for pre-loved, content can specifically pin- point expanding 
fulfilment needs.

Notably, Gucci’s previous collaboration with TheRealReal (See 
Figure 11) successfully promoted circular fashion with product 
from consigners and merchandise directly from Gucci 
(Parisi,2020). 

‘Love is in the air’  a collaboration between Vestiaire collective 
and Gucci launching in February ,will take a similar approach 
to resell any older collection products or minor defected 
products directly from Gucci. In correlation with Valentine’s 
day, both Gucci and Vestiaire have an opportunity to benefit 
from the circular campaign. Spreading the love back into 
pre-owned (See appendix 10).



Figure 11:The RealReal x Gucci
(Source: Gucci,2020:Online)

C I R C U L A R
F A S H I O N
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Figure 12:Gucci carbon neutral
(Source: Gucci,2020:Online)

D I G I T A L
F A S H I O N
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Fashion is responsible for 8% of global greenhouse gas 
emissions (Moran,2020). 
Reducing carbon footprint 40% by 2025 is a goal in line 
with the climate and energy UN goals (Gucci, no date).  
Taking consumption into account and combining this 
with the effects of covid, the demand for fashion is still 
apparent. However, there is a growing shift for innovation 
and media consumption (McKinsey&Company,2020).

Moran (2020) purports using technology, faster reactions 
to trends, samples and costs can be dramatically reduced. 
Enabling the ability to interact with consumers in a 
unique way, whilst reducing carbon footprint.



Figure 13: Gucci AR Technology
(Source: Jing Daily,2020:Online)
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As a luxury fashion house adapting, a large investment within 3D and virtual reality has expanded due to the Gucci app (Williams, 2021). After recent decisions 
to scale back fashion shows and production, a unique approach to marketing is being implemented (Deeley,2020). One change is to create a direct dialogue 
between consumers and Gucci, positioning them at the forefront of brand experiences with consumers paving a narrative (Prahalad and Ramaswamy,2004) 
(See appendix 37).

After a rise in virtual events and conferences over the year of 2020/2021, expanding more interactively into digital innovation and fashion can globally set 
Gucci apart from other competitors (Deeley,2020). 
Digital fashion can be a drive for constant newness that consumers demand. Yet, providing interactive elements saving a huge environmental cost, directly 
appealing to ethical confidents (Chaplin,2021).

D I G I T A L
F A S H I O N



D R E S S 
X

Figure 14: Dress X
(Source: Dress X,2021:Online)
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Dress X is a digital fashion site which hosts an array of 
digital clothes from various designers. Consumers pick a 
digital garment to be dressed in, provide an image for the 
team and within 24 hours a digitally dressed version of 
yourself is delivered (Chaplin,2021).
In line with sustainable development goals, digital 
garments on average save 3300 litres of water and 97% 
less emissions (More dash,2021) (See appendix 21)

According to A.Mala Dress X consumers are located 
globally, since digital fashion is limitless, it is not defined by 
specific demographic. 
Dress X do gain attention in China from users, 
influencers and fashion creatives. As china is so progressive 
and innovative, Dress X are consistently seeking expanding 
presence over there. (Interview respondent, 11th February 
2021, see appendix 22&23).

With an expansion for Generation  Z to use social media 
as a hub for showcasing fashion, 9% of clothes is now used 
for content creation (Chaplin,2021)
Digital fashion from Dress X can provide expression for 
fashion without damaging effects (More dash,2021).
Content creators are specifically featured on Dress x’s 
Instagram page and featured in articles (See appendix 
18&19 ) making consumers feel inclusive and involved in 
the digital movement. 
A.Mala suggests for luxury fashion houses, Gucci can 
provide luxury for less whilst also generating a revenue 
from digital fashion (Interview respondent, 11th February 
2021)

Dress X and Gucci will be collaborating to expand the 
digital fashion movement. Campaign ‘what’s real’ will be 
launching in February in correlation with London fashion 
week, for both brands this is an opportunity to explore the 
start of the future and embed sustainable messages 
surrounding digital (See appendix 11).



L U X U R Y  F O R
L O N G E V I T Y

Figure 15:
Gucci Equilbrium collection
(Source: Talon,2018:Online)
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From a rise in consumption and fast fashion being so disposable, Generation 
Z are investing in pieces that will stand the test of time, whilst still gaining a 
satisfaction from up-and-coming collections (McKinsey & Company,2020).
Within China, 82% consider a higher price point for a quality product, worth 
investing in. (Rondine, 2020)
From a consumer survey, important factors of luxury garments for 
18–24-year-olds are function and quality. The price market of these leather 
goods and classic pieces may be out of reach for some Generation Z 
consumers (See appendix 2). Yet, it is a desire and consideration for these 
premium shopaholics to save and envision their Journey with Gucci for the 
future.



Figure 16: Gucci Marmont bag
(Source: Gucci,2021:Online)
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Despite the weaker sustainable angle, 
subconscious sustainable messages can be 
embedded within Gucci’s traditional 
authenticity and heritage (PWC,2020). 
Through rich content and story-telling a 
‘luxury for longevity’ narrative can build on 
Generation Z’s changing aspirations
(McKinsey & Company, 2020).

Gucci will launch ‘For the love of life’ in June, 
in correlation with World Environment day. 
This campaign aims to reach consumers with 
a narrative perspective, building successful 
messages surrounding timeless Gucci pieces 
(See appendix 12).

L U X U R Y  F O R
L O N G E V I T Y
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l O V E  I S  I N
T H E  A I R

Gucci and Vestiaire collective present ‘love is in the 
air’
To celebrate Saint Valentine’s day, archival heritage 
is combined with playful design to propel love and 
possibilities back into pre-owned pieces. Desire and 
admiration are in the atmosphere.
As a token of love for yourself, or a present to one 
close, pre-loved deserves a second chance at life.
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Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20
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C A M P A O G N
M O O D - B O A R D



C A M P A I G N
S U M M A R Y

This collaboration campaign promotes an opportunity 
for consumers to sell pre-owned Gucci pieces whilst also 
selling minor defected, unused and unsold stock from 
Gucci in house. Incorporating traditional Chinese 
influences for design and global music influence for 
narrative (See appendix 14) this campaign celebrates how 
pre-loved pieces no longer desired can be someone’s new 
love (See appendix 4&5). 
With an atmosphere of light-hearted imagery with 
meaningful messages to embark interest for the 
campaign, ‘love is in the air’ aims to educate consumers 
within circular fashion.

China is positioned at the forefront of celebrating 
Valentine’s day multiple times within a year. Having a 
traditional spring holiday running from February 
11-17th, spending exceeded 4.9% in 2019. With western 
Valentine’s Day taking place on the 14th of February this 
should potentially increase spending habits within China, 
reflecting positively on this campaign. (Yang and Hall, 
2021). 

As a campaign developed from admiring the lifecycle of 
items, reworking, re-selling and re visioning a product 
can be appreciated by many (See appendix 6&7).
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Figure 22: Gucci handbags (Source:Gucci,2021:Online)Figure 21: Gucci boots (Source:Vestiaire,2021:Online) 29
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L
C A M P A I G N  I M A G E S

Figure 23- Gucci scarf (Vestiaire,2021) 33
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Campaign images aim to create a wider linking value between love 
and romance (McCracken, 1986) (See appendix 34). Content for this 
campaign strives to be shared and engaged with.
These images are a series that will be used and adapted within different 
touch points for the campaign. From a free- spirited, playful narrative 
(See appendix 15) combining traditional scripted typography, the hues 
of deep red and bright essence combine for a meaningful campaign 
(See appendix 13).
Sustainable messages embedded into the campaign are light-hearted 
but stem from embracing pre-loved pieces. Using rhetorical questions 
as part of the copywrite for the campaign engages an audience further 
and makes pieces more personal and emotive.

‘Love is in the air’ is a campaign that can be adapted to suit various 
cultural differences, considering international consumers. China 
celebrates Valentine’s day and are advocates for embracing love. Their 
gifting process to loved ones specifies no shoes should be given due 
to the symbolic nature of shoes interpretated as packing off your love 
(China Highlights, no date). For this instance, campaign images for 
Chinas launch do not include shoes. 
Image text includes simplified Chinese to adapt to local language 
preferences within Shanghai and Hongkong (PWC, 2020).

C A M P A I G N
I M A G E

R A T I O N A L E
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T E A S E R
P O S T S

To correlate at the start of the consumer purchase 
journey, building awareness around the campaign 
sparks interest. Combining classic branding elements 
from Vestiaire collective such as the swing tags 
forms recognizable elements subtle enough to spark 
conversation ,showcasing elements narrative and 
campaign theme.

36
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T E A S E R
P O S T S

As a further teaser post which can then be utilised on various platforms, a 
receipt which consumers may disregard in the bottom of their bag has been 
reformed. Emphasising what every consumer can take from each purchase 
from this collection. These subtle design elements build awareness and gain 
consumer anticipation.

38
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I N S T A G R A M
P R E S E N C E

Figure 24:Gucci Instagram (Source:Gucci,2021:Online)

As Instagram is a network Generation Z are fond of for fashion 
inspiration (Moran,2020). Teaser posts will collectively be presented 
on the Gucci Instagram page. As Instagram can include storytelling 
behind the campaign, consumers can engage with the collection. 
Making  an informed decision consumers can explore touchpoints 
such as owned media to continue their purchase journey.

Using hashtags, shares, likes and inbound links is a way to measure 
the success of this campaign through insights. 
Consumers also interact by reposting content and commenting.
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I N T E R A C T I V E
F I LT E R

To build consumer interaction and trends 
surrounding the launch of the campaign, 
an AR filter for the collection will launch on 
Instagram (Achim,2020) These filters allow  
consumers to express their own 
personality whilst subconsciously engaging 
and promoting the collaboration organically 
(Zheng,2020) (See appendix 16).
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W E I B O
P R E S E N C E

Figure 25: Gucci Weibo (Source:Weibo,2021:Online)

For Chinese Generation Z consumers at the awareness stage a platform alternative to 
Instagram is Weibo. Gucci already gaining a presence on here since 2011 means Chinese 
consumers are familiar with the launch of campaigns and promotional elements on Weibo 
(Webb,2020).
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Figure 26:Influencer Ni Ni
(Source: Instagram,2021:Online)

Figure 27: Influencer Leonie (Source: Instagram,2021:Online)

To further infiltrate organic marketing and build awareness surrounding 
the campaign launch. KOL presence and influencers will market products 
and share promotional elements to build exposure (Zaczkiewicz,2016). 
Gucci’s Chinese ambassador Ni Ni has previously been trending on 
Weibo, meaning Chinese consumers already value her opinion and stand 
on the brand (Yang, 2021).

I N F L U E N C E R
M A R K E T I N G
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C A M P A I G N
V I D E O S

Own videos

Combined with teaser posts, videos will also be used as a short visual way to create 
conversation surrounding the campaign launch. These videos are to be used on platforms like 
Instagram and weibo. Using drone videography, setting a Mise en Scene for the campaigns 
narrative, consumers should gain an idea about the collaboration (See appendix 17).

43

This page contains video links to view:
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETxQ-
JIi_a2xKhd9tr8bNSM4B-c20Jg_2d-_ftbTgnzdJDg?e=U3Hdro

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EfVfP-
VurR5NFtD-mUUs3pC4B2ChxoOtC5DWJDLwpNzpBsQ?e=aaryJK

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETxQJIi_a2xKhd9tr8bNSM4B-c20Jg_2d-_ftbTgnzdJDg?e=U3Hdro
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETxQJIi_a2xKhd9tr8bNSM4B-c20Jg_2d-_ftbTgnzdJDg?e=U3Hdro
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EfVfPVurR5NFtD-mUUs3pC4B2ChxoOtC5DWJDLwpNzpBsQ?e=aaryJK 
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EfVfPVurR5NFtD-mUUs3pC4B2ChxoOtC5DWJDLwpNzpBsQ?e=aaryJK 


C A M P A I G N
V I D E O S

Video content is at the pinnacle of raising awareness 
behind a campaign. TikTok is a huge platform which 
1/3 of Gen Z shoppers use for fashion inspiration 
(Moran,2020).
Consumer appetites are craving quick content that 
summarises a narrative, tells a story with entertaining 
and humorous content. It is a crucial platform for a 
fast bounce rate onto other social platforms 
(Maguire,2020).
For China, TikTok’s sister app is Douyin. For Chinese 
consumers already engaged in high digital con-
tent this is another app where attention has moved 
(Suen,2021).

TikTok and Douyin videos for this campaign outlines 
a humorous tone but also content that can be shared 
with a loved one. 

44

This page contains video links to view:
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/person-
al/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EbzbBezAsRhFvk0uQN-
zaijoBjBg7glxghyQxa-LeIck8Ww?e=6FfhJ5

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/person-
al/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETg2PjUcGnRPvEHE4V-
LAFpkB-AvyIlC1if_SCO2Yxyb8qw?e=Mr9adr

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EbzbBezAsRhFvk0uQNzaijoBjBg7glxghyQxa-LeIck8Ww?e=6FfhJ5
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EbzbBezAsRhFvk0uQNzaijoBjBg7glxghyQxa-LeIck8Ww?e=6FfhJ5
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EbzbBezAsRhFvk0uQNzaijoBjBg7glxghyQxa-LeIck8Ww?e=6FfhJ5
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETg2PjUcGnRPvEHE4VLAFpkB-AvyIlC1if_SCO2Yxyb8qw?e=Mr9adr
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETg2PjUcGnRPvEHE4VLAFpkB-AvyIlC1if_SCO2Yxyb8qw?e=Mr9adr
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ETg2PjUcGnRPvEHE4VLAFpkB-AvyIlC1if_SCO2Yxyb8qw?e=Mr9adr
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In contrast to technology being a stimuli for awareness, 
a rise in visual surroundings could increase, especially 
as generation Z are exploring the environment around 
them after the pandemic (Emmanuel,2020). 
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C A M P A I G N
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Inbound marketing such as art murals may not have 
direct influence to spending patterns, However, with 
visuals placed around city environments that Generation 
Z, students are located within. Visually appealing content  
could result in being photographed and shared on socials 
thus, spreading awareness of the campaign and 
sustainable messages.
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 (Vestiaire,2021)
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As part of consideration and desire, at the end of the consumer purchase 
journey. All the previous content deliverables should have a direct link to 
reach this final stage.

Launching on Vestiaire, the collection is available for direct purchase. An 
incentive to create conversation and gain sales is in the form of a treasure 
hunt (McKinsey & Company,2020).
Consumers can engage in finding particular listings that link to vouchers 
which can then be used against a purchase within the collection. 

This treasure hunt entails the processes of value creation stemmed from the 
product to personalised consumer experiences.
Dialogue is positioned within both sides of the brand and consumer, with 
equal engagement (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004) (See appendix 37).

V E S T I A I R E
C O L L E C T I V E
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T M A L L
P R E S E N C E

Figure 28: Gucci Tmall (Source:Vogue Business,2020:Online)

Vestiaire collective is available for Chinese consumers to access. 
However, many consumers in China like various personalised 
platforms to shop on.
Tmall is a platform for creating a service whilst selling product which 
Gucci already have a presence within (Webb, 2020). As one of the
 largest B2C businesses, providing an easy trading market for luxury 
brands (McKinsey & Company,2020).

To better engage with Gen Z shoppers, an incentive with every order 
on Tmall comes with a love letter that can be sent to a chosen
recipient. This incentive is more meaningful for the consumer and 
refers the experience to another potential consumer (Stahl,2020).
The direct number of referral links from this platform can gage success 
from this incentive piece of content.
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W E B S I T E
P R E S E N C E

For this campaign Vestiaire collective and Gucci have the ability to sell the 
collection. The website banner will specifically be the main campaign photo, 
followed by specific bags in the collection to purchase. 

The success of content and sales within the website is stemmed from website 
traffic, page views taken from google analytics and bounce rates onto other 
touchpoints of the campaign.
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R E A L

‘What’s real’ 
The latest digital fashion collaboration between Gucci and Digital fashion multiband retailer  Dress X. 

Launching in correlation with London fashion week, this campaign strives to develop the notion of fashion. Adapting to the future 
whilst being ethically mindful.

Express creativity and fashion freedom off limits. Luxury for less, double the impression.
Blurring the lines between physical and digital fashion questioning, What’s real and what’s digital?
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Figure 29

Figure 30

Figure 31
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To strive in reducing carbon footprint, digital fashion has no limits. The 
behavioural pattern of newness can be liberated and enjoyed digitally (Chaplin, 
2021).

241,000,000kg C02 is how much fashion buyers and designers contribute to the 
fashion industry yearly C02 emissions, by attending fashion weeks in major cities. 
With 2021 fashion week being mainly virtual, the chance for collections from 
Gucci to be virtually worn by consumers, is environmentally beneficial.¬ 
London fashion week as an event to promote educational events throughout 
the week is a way to involve consumers virtually. Dress X gain further exposure 
through the collaboration and Gucci can specifically target Generation  Z
consumers who are loyal to the brand, yet financially stretched to wear the 
physical item (More dash, 2021) (See appendix 21).

This campaigns explores futuristic aesthetic with tech driven design aspects
(See appendix 8&13).

C A M P A I G N
S U M M A R Y
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Figure 32: Anny Fan (Source: Fan,2021:Online) Figure 33: Jordan Hames (Source: 
Hames,2021:Online)
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Figure 34:Pierre Laurent (Source: Laurent,2021:Online)

Consumers are at the forefront of co-creation for this campaign, being the faces of promotional deliverables (Prahalad and Ramaswamy,2004) (See appendix  38). 
Digital fashion is designed to dress our digital selves. Consumers are essentially the avatars of digital fashion.

According to A.Mala Some digital items could be seen as too bright and in the higher priced bracket in the real world, the digital world has no limits and is a space 
for acceptance and exploration. Giving a second chance to clothes unsuited for our everyday style (Interview respondent, 11th February 2021)
Giving consumers the opportunity to try couture collections or ready to wear collections, like pieces we see in fashion week is 10 times less the expense 
(Chaplin,2021).
The spotlight is on brand evangelists within the segment of ethical confidents (Achim,2020). Consumers gaining accomplishment knowing their digital purchase 
doesn’t sacrifice the environment (Cox and Brittain,2004).
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Figure 35:Equilibrium homepage (Source: Gucci,2021:Online)
Awareness is created through the Gucci equilibrium Instagram page. This 
platform is a sustainable hub for Gucci content, with ‘what’s real’ being a more 
educational campaign. Interaction for sustainability is more concentrated on 
this page. Factual story take overs with swipe up links and hashtags including 
#what’sreal? And #digitaltakeover, promotes a shareable conversation. 59



W E I B O
P R E S E N C E

Instagram posts direct consumers to 
other touch points of the campaign like 
the Gucci app and Dress X website or 
app. The traffic from these posts can be 
monitored to track success. Similarly 
reflected on Chinese page Weibo. 

Using influencers like Anny Fan, a 
notable Chinese influencer as a main 
face for campaign promotions, means 
brands can gift influencers digital 
pieces for their posts, saving 3 tons of 
C02 emissions (More dash,2021).
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F A C E B O O K
P R E S E N C E

Figure 36: Gucci Facebook ad (Source:Gucci,2021:Online)

Facebook is the next most popular network from Instagram (Moran,2020). Whilst 
Facebook advertisements are more direct purchasing advertisements they can also 
build awareness. After viewing content for this collaboration, ads on Facebook will 
be tailored to inform whilst having a direct link to purchase. As sponsored posts can 
have tracked insights and metrics on likes, demographics and bounce rates. 
The success of this post can be measured.
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Own video

With a 40% increase in video content viewed, platforms like 
Tiktok and Douyin can be used to educate and entertain. 
Videos for this campaign are tik tok and GIF focused,
,sparking interest surrounding digital fashion (Mckinsey & 
Company, 2020).

Digital fashion is engaging with creators more frequently. 
With previous digital collections produced with model Karli 
Kloss (The fabricant,2021) (See appendix 20).

Isabelle Boemeke is a nuclear energy activist. As part of this 
campaign promotion, she will spread awareness surrounding 
clean energy, digital fashion by educating a community
through videos (Dress X, 2021).

Figure 37:Isabelle Boemeke Tik Tok (Source: Tik-
Tok,2021:App)

62

This page contains video links to view:
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_
mmu_ac_uk/EQTl__OWSzVKthcpdTuoOkEBEf4yr1yiIlpThtMmFCZpx-
w?e=0XcPSQ

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_
ac_uk/EaQ73giRqHVIhCLZtVGkHh0B6Kw5qyL-RvTgMsACd_LZUQ

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EQTl__OWSzVKthcpdTuoOkEBEf4yr1yiIlpThtMmFCZpxw?e=0XcPSQ
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EQTl__OWSzVKthcpdTuoOkEBEf4yr1yiIlpThtMmFCZpxw?e=0XcPSQ
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EQTl__OWSzVKthcpdTuoOkEBEf4yr1yiIlpThtMmFCZpxw?e=0XcPSQ
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EaQ73giRqHVIhCLZtVGkHh0B6Kw5qyL-RvTgMsACd_LZUQ
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EaQ73giRqHVIhCLZtVGkHh0B6Kw5qyL-RvTgMsACd_LZUQ


Figure 37:Isabelle Boemeke Tik Tok (Source: Tik-
Tok,2021:App)
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Figure 38: Game models (Source: 
Drest,2021:App)

I N T E R A C T I V E
A P P  G A M E

Consideration surrounding purchase is gained through a deeper interaction and 
longer engagement with content. As the Gucci app is highest ranking in the UK and an 
app China can access, an interactive game is to launch for this collaboration (Similar 
web, 2021).
The game involves finding as many Gucci digital fashion models as possible, exploring 
city areas where Gucci flagship stores are based. If all models are found consumers 
gain a free Gucci digital outfit from Dress X.
This incentive may propel their decision making to become a frequent digital fashion 
consumer.
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G U C C I
P O D C A S T

Figure 39: Gucci app(Source: Gucci,2021: 
App)

Podcasts play a vital part of content strategy, particularly to engage 
in a topic of conversation important to many. A series of podcasts 
will be released through the Gucci app during London fashion 
week. This is to encompass an educating message and entice the 
consumer before purchase of digital assets.

Fashion week has already seen a rise with interaction for online 
streaming, particularly appealing to global markets like China who 
interact with London Fashion week (Cernansky,2021). 
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Gucci app(Source: Gucci,2021: App)

Experiencing and purchasing a digital garment for this 
collaboration can take place both through the Gucci app or directly 
through Dress X.  Content within the awareness and consideration 
stage typically has a direct link to these final platforms. Garments 
from Gucci couture, to brand new bright pieces can be purchased 
and placed onto any imagery and then easily shared.
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D R E S S  X

Dress X homepage (Source: Dress X,2021: 
Online)

As a direct easy platform to access, Dress X support evolving tastes 
and constantly update the catalogue of design pieces to digitally 
wear.

Measuring the success of this collaboration campaign is from a 
revenue share model. For Dress X they design a digital collection, 
digitizing the already existing collection of clothing, generating 
additional sales physically. Although a purely digital collection for 
purchase with this collaboration, the physical version of garments 
may see an increase in sales if consumers are fond. This is a chance 
for Generation Z to get the luxury look on a smaller budget to then 
make an informed decisions if a physical garment is right for them 
(Chaplin,2021).
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In correlation with world environment day, ‘for the love of 
life’ is a campaign curated to embrace taking a step out of 
confines. A value proposition that explores traditional Gucci 
heritage pieces with classic silhouettes, adored within the 
environment surrounding us.
Embedded with timeless qualities, ‘for the love of life’ invites 
you to undertake a journey with quality pieces to last for 
longevity. 
Step back, love the life you’re surrounded by and treasure a 
life- long love with Gucci.
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Figure 40

Figure 41

Figure 42

Figure 43
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C A M P A I G N
S U M M A R Y

As slower fashion is trickling through industry patterns again, consumers are considering 
items that will stand the test of time. With a 73% revenue for Gucci from leather goods in 
particular, it is a product that can still appeal to Generation Z regardless of production 
disadvantages.  Embedding sustainable subconscious messages into Gucci’s narrative that 
is already apparent. For Gucci part of the everlasting brand story and identity, is building 
upon heritage and quality (Achrim,2020).
This particular campaign embraces the core benefit of pieces within the collection being 
their level of product quality and tangible attributes to serve an everyday timeless purpose 
(Jackson and Shaw, 2009) (See appendix 35).

As a capsule collection of existing Gucci pieces, this edit is Inspired by the nature that 
surrounds us and delicate, free-spirited silhouettes (See appendix 3). With a simplistic 
colour palette and classic font (See appendix 13). The development of curating a campaign 
from the outdoors, stemmed from the idea of being at one with the environment (See 
appendix 9). Launching in June, this campaign has the opportunity to flourish further (see 
appendix 12).
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A shift in priorities for products to serve purpose and style is what Gen 
Z consumers are saving for. (Rondine,2020) These premium shopaholics 
desire brand trust, whilst keeping pieces in mind to purchase in the future 
(PWC,2020).
Imagery is driven with the intention to make consumers feel like they are on 
a journey with Gucci. The prime narrative and subtle message that Gucci 
are on the road to a better world (See appendix 25).
Styled with bold silhouettes paired with classic pieces to express an 
everlasting love and exchange ritual of Gucci tradition (McCracken,1986) 
(See appendix 30).
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C A M P A I G N 
I M A G E

R A T I O N A L E

Involving older consumers within the campaign expresses the message that 
pieces can be styled by an array of ages (See appendix 26). Particularly, 
emphasising a relatable association and future journey imagined for 
Generation Z (Mintel,2020).
Set within fields of beauty (See appendix 27). Images are pinpointed to 
explore expression and a vision of freedom (See appendix 28&29). Gucci 
embrace gender and age as showcased within ‘Off the grid’ (Moran,2020) 
(See appendix 24). Promoting diversity explores how pieces can be carried, 
admired and styled by anyone (See appendix 31&32).

As an adaptation for the Chinese consumer, changing the environment to 
suit their reality, makes campaigns more relatable and personable. With 
areas such as Shanghai more industrialised, combing the sky- scraper 
environment with fields of nature allows a realistic balance. Expressing the 
idea to come away from the city and explore the environment.
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80 Figure 44:Shanghai backdrop (Source:Fairs,2013:Online)
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Own illustration

An Instagram presence means relevant hashtags are used to summarise key 
findings of the campaign narrative. Copywrite is crucial in this campaign to 
inform and combine rich quality imagery with story- telling match.
Instagram is the social platform where consumers are then directed to the 
website to purchase pieces. Promoting that 10% off a purchase is donated 
to world environment day organisations, is a further sustainable incentive to 
support a good cause.

I N S T A G R A M
P R E S E N C E
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R E T A I L
P R E S E N C E

This campaign aims to be more experiential, building awareness and promoting 
messages. Profit is more likely to infiltrate slower as pieces are not exclusive.

With this campaign launching in June, retail should hopefully be recovering, 
aiming for consumers to come back to the physical store. With a third of 
Generation Z having a preference of shopping in store (Moran,2020). Retail, 
therefore, needs to provide an engaging and innovative presence (McKinsey & 
Company, 2020).

Further maximising customer value, building VR and AR experiences can offer a 
personalised and commercial impact. 

To celebrate Gucci places of stores unique to Gucci, flagship stores In London 
and Shanghai will be used. As Shanghai are already making significant expansion 
in innovation, building technology within shopping can further communicate to 
Chinese consumers (Kearney,2020). 
Consumers can connect virtually and physically gaining  senses and social 
community from retail aspects (Zheng,2020).
Gucci are to provide a tech driven in store and window experience to drive 
consumers in but also impact potential consumers passing by (McKinsey & Com-
pany,2020).
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Rendering produced with CUBE 
PSL Architectural firm.
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Figure 45:Interactive store window screens 
(Source: Pinterest,no date:Online)
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AR means Gucci can deliver interaction and gain feedback on site with rep-
resentatives (PWC,2017).
Younger shoppers are 11% more susceptible to window interaction and 
promotions (Moran,2020).

Window screen interaction for this campaign involves consumers creating 
their own ‘for the love of life’ campaign imagery. Consumers can add 
interactive stickers such as traditional Chinese flowers over a reflection of 
themselves (See appendix 33). According to King and Ring (1980) 
consumers drive from fashion participation, this interaction is an 
opportunity to share a personal creation. 
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Measuring the success of this retail experiment can delve from social shares and 
analytics. Success also stems from tracking the number of QR code scans, for 
each individual consumer campaign trial.
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R E T A I L
I N S T A G R A M
P R E S E N C E

Presence to target footfall for the retail promotion will stem from online promotion. 
Instagram captions should draw the attention of followers, encouraging consumers 
to explore their closest flagship stores (Bloomberg, 2020).
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11.4% of Generation Z will download an app if there is interactive content 
involved (Moran,2020). In this instance, as an alternative to instore, 
consumers can visit the Gucci app under the Gucci places segment with 
the latest ‘for the love of life’ campaign. From there with the AR technology 
integrated, a photographic campaign can be captured and shared from a 
phone.
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Figure 46- We chat presence
 (Gucci,no date)
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W E C H A T
P R E S E N C E

For China the platform for purchase power for this campaign will be on we 
chat. As It is a capsule collection and ongoing campaign, sales associates 
can target in depth services to help consumers (Zheng,2020).

As a platform to build communications and relationships between Gucci. 
This campaign is ideal to promote direct buying from WeChat, to keep the 
continuous traditional luxury narrative (Triefus,2018).
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This page contains a video link to view an interactive audio slide deck presentation:
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EY-
jGqfM3hp5Mn2fXvK_i8aEBObY8bN6-NahGPOXHjvIT3g?e=VcHMt7
 

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EYjGqfM3hp5Mn2fXvK_i8aEBObY8bN6-NahGPOXHjvIT3g?e=VcHMt7
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/EYjGqfM3hp5Mn2fXvK_i8aEBObY8bN6-NahGPOXHjvIT3g?e=VcHMt7


Appendix 1



Appendix 2



Appendix 3
Initial styling ideas:

Initially researching various unconventional artists and combining this 
with fashion show trends for 2021. Floating garments and bold shapes 
inspired me to experiment with ways to make a classic garment look 
flamboyant. This leads me onto experimenting with shape and uncon-
ventional objects to make an outfit.



Appendix 4



Appendix 5
The use of bin bags as an outfit was to resemble how trash can be fashion 
and made into something editorial. This experiment lead me onto the idea 
for campaign ‘for the love of life’ although the concept of the campaign is 
very different, the use of environment and styling of classic pieces with floaty 
garments came together. It also inspired the thought that someone else’s trash 
can be someone else’s love, linking to the ‘love is in the air’ campaign. This 
idea links how preowned second- hand luxury is not trash to throw away, but 
it is something to style again.

Own images



Appendix 6

Own images-Unconsidered purchase, over 
comsumption, climate and carbon emissions

As an initial development , I gained household items and photographed them to influence 
campaigns ideas.
For mass consumption I photographed rubbish, old towels and blankets to gain an effect 
of a lot of clothes. For unconsidered purchase I photographed nature to focus on how to 
appreciate the environment around us and how we would be more ethical. For carbon 
emissions and climate this was to focus on digital aspects and how technology can benefit 
fashion, using these images to resemble a bigger picture.



Appendix 7

For my first trial this exper-
imental shoot inspired the 
idea of circular fashion and 
how to explore this more. 
How something older can 
be reused, recycled or re 
purposed. This experiment 
of combining older, used 
handbags on a clean sky 
environment gives this fresh 
approach to the garment or 
bag giving it a new lease of 
life. This is something to ex-
plore further as a campaign 
concept and shoot idea.

Own reworked images



Appendix 8
As a development trial to work further on, 
this idea of digital fashion to reduce fashion 
carbon emissions meant I explored how 
physical digital objects would look on Gucci 
models. The way these objects were posi-
tioned and styled looked more realistic than 
expected. To further push this idea it would 
be interesting to explore digital fashion and 
ways I could dress consumers or models in 
garments with technology.

Own images reworked over Guc-
ci Models (Gucci,2021)



Appendix 9

This trial idea was to incorporate a collage element 
to showcase a point. Wearing nature and being 
at one with nature yet holding classic, traditional 
leather pieces from Gucci has this idea of keeping 
luxury for a long time and enjoying the craftsman-
ship through life and as a journey. This campaign 
idea and experimentation would see the styling 
being more realistic than collage of nature images. 
However, the shapes of the garments and location 
of the shoot is something that works well as a col-
lective.

Own collage images over Gucci model (Source:Guc-
ci,2021:Instagram)
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Links to drone video content to view here : 
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_
ac_uk/ErR6Ewz6yHVEgituCVUYI8MB-qZtjq8lepAn3FljeM_lWw

(This page contains video links to view)

Appendix 17

https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ErR6Ewz6yHVEgituCVUYI8MB-qZtjq8lepAn3FljeM_lWw
https://stummuac-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/19068260_stu_mmu_ac_uk/ErR6Ewz6yHVEgituCVUYI8MB-qZtjq8lepAn3FljeM_lWw
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